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PROHIBITION OF ACTION TO INFLUENCE THE ENVIRONMENT AND CLI~ffiTE FOR ~ITLITARY 

AND OTHER PURPOSES INCO~WATIBLE WITH THE ~INTENANCE OF INTERNATIONAL 

SECURITY~ HUMAN WELL-BEING AND HEALTH"(A/9702 and Corr.l (English only); 

A/C.l/L.675) 

DECLARATION AND ESTABLISHMENT OF A NUCLEAR-FREE ZONE IN SOUTH ASIA (A/9706) 

The CHAIR~N (interpretation from Spanish): In-accordance with 

the programme of work approved by the Corr~ittee, we shall begin today 

our consideration of the items on disarmament. If I may be permitted 

a personal note, I should like to bid welcome, on this occasion, to old 

friends and colleagues from the Geneva Conference of the Committee on 

Disarmament, with whom I have had the privilege of exchanging views on 

so many occasions when representing my country in that body. I should 

particularly like to welcome the two Co-Chairmen of the Conference of 

the Committee on Disarmament and all the ;embers who are here with us. 

I would similarly lik~ to welcome those who have travelled from their 

capitals to follow the discussion of t~ese extremely important items in 

the First Committee. 

I am sure that with the co-operation all delegations have always 

sho~~, we will be able this year perhaps to make some progress; .if it 

is substantial progress, so much the better, but let us at least make some 

progress, in attaining the objectives of complete and general disarmament. 

bur agenda contains 12 items. That alone indicates the need for 

us to make some progress, so that in this way we can make some response 

to the demands from all over the world for countries to devote ever less 

of their resources to the armaments race and more to the well-being of 

their peoples. 

Toe twelve agenda items include four dealing with new proposals 

submitted by States Members. These are: item 100, Implementation of 

General Assembly resolution 2286 (XXII) concerning the signature and 

ratification of Additional Protocol I of the Treaty for the Prohibition 

of Nuclear Weapons in Latin America (Treaty of Tlatelolco); item 101, 

Establishment of a nuclear-weapon-free zone in the region of the 
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Middle East; iter 103, Prohibition of action to influence the environment 

and climate for military and other purposes incompatible with the maintenance 

of international security, human well-being and health, and item 107, 

Declaration and establishment of a nuclear-free zone in South Asia. 

As was agreed at the meeting when we organized the work of the First 

Corr~ittee, delegations may refer to any of the items appearing-on-the 

agenda in the order in which they choose. In the course of the general 

debate which is to begin today, delegations may, if they wish, refer to 

all, some, or only one of the items appearing in the agenda, and they may 

also speak on subsequent occasions to refer to the items they did not 

deal with initially. That is in keeping with the practice of previous 

years, which, I believe, has proved the ~ost prcductive approach. 

Naturally, at the end of the general debate we shall consider the 

proposals or draft resolutions in the order in which they are submitted 

on each particular item, and at that point those delegations which so 

wish may speak again with reference to the draft resolutions. 

Finally,- I should like to expre-ss my satisfaction at the fact 

that we have with us the Special Representative of the Secretary-General 

for the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament, Ambassador Pastinen, 

vhose advice and co-operation will be very valuable in the 'Work ahead of us. 

1·li th those words of welcome, and of my hope for the co-operation 

of all members in the furtherance of our work, I shall now call on those 

representatives who are on the list of speakers for today. 

Mr. MALIK (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) (interpretation 

from Russian): Mr. Chairman, since I am speaking for the first time in 

the First Cownittee, permit me to depart from an earlier decision for 

a minute or two and sincerely congratulate you upon your unanimous election 

to the Chairmanship of the First Committee, and wish you great success 

1n the conduct of the Committee's proceedings. Beginning with the 

discussion today of the question of disarmament, I should particularly 

like to point out the valuable contribution, known to us all, that you 

have made, Mr. Chairman, and are still making, to the consideration of 
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the question of disarmament, both in the Geneva Conference of the 

Committee on Disarmament, where you were. the representative of Argentine." 

and in the United nations. This gives us grounds for hopinr: and believing 

that your knowledge of the problefl of disarma~ent will help the First 

Co1r~ittee, under your leadership, to find ways of achievin~ agreed, 

positive solutions to the questions of·disarma~ent before the ~irst 

Corrl!li ttee, and thus to take a new step fon1ard towards a curtailrrent 

of the arms race and disarmament itself whi~h, as we are all aware, is 

One of the most iJT;portant tasl\:S of the day. 
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The twent~,r-ninth session of the General Assembly of the United Nations 

is characterized by t~1e fact that remarkable positive chanf"es are takinr-

place in the international arena. In recent years some important international 

proble:ms of concern to mankind have been successfully resolved and others 

are nearing solution. The first perceptible steps have been taken tmvards the 

easing of th-= threat of a nuclear war, and the principle of the neaceful 

coexistence of States with different social systems is becowing of increasin.7ly 

i·:-i de applic ati en in practice. 

llany delegations referred to these positive changes during the general 

ciebate in the Assembly. They all appealed for an extension of the influence 

anci illipact of these positive changes by the relaxation of international 

tension a.'1d d.e-cente~ to all parts of the globe. They spoke in favour of 

consolidating and promotinc; these positive processes in tlle world politics 

of today. 

The improven:ent J.n the international situation is taking place as a 

result of the persistent efforts of the Soviet Union, together with other 

soCialist countrl.es a.'ld all peace-roving States. The many-.:..faceted ~wrk ·of 

our country· in tl1e field of foreign policy is ain:.ed at strengthening 

il-::ter!1ational peace and secul'i ty a.11d pron:oting co-operation among peoples. 

'I'he Cor:"I.:'Til:mist Party of the Soviet Union a.nd the Soviet Govern:rr;ent are 

steadily pursuing a policy of maintaining peace and security, establishing 

principles of peaceful coeY.istence and relaxing tension in international 

relations. 'rhe USSR is seeking further progress in the improvement of its 

relations vith all countries, big, medium-sized or small. The p):'ocess of 

detente &"1d of the normalization of relations arr.ong States, including Soviet

United States relations, is an objective necessity. There is no other 

alternative. iJe are duly appreciative of the staterLents made and the steps 

ta.~en by President Ford indicating the intention of the United States 

Government to follow the patl1 of develoying relations with the Soviet TJnion. 

The Soviet Union is actively promoting detente a.TJ.d the normalization of 

relations with all States, including China, if China so wishes. 

• 
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At the s rune time, our country is waging a resolute struggle based on 

fundamental principles against the intrigues of imperialist reaction and other 

advocates of a return to the dark period of the hated cold war who are 

opposing detente, the relaxation of intemation'al tension and the improvement 

of relations among States and :particularly of relations betveen the USSR and 

the United States. 

The peace-loving character of the foreign policy activities of our Party 

and the Soviet State is determined by the very nature of the socialist system 

and is in accordance with the interests of the peoples of the whole world. 

T'he bonds of friendship and all-round co--operation between the Soviet Union 

fu'1d the o;ocialist countries grov stronger year by year. The top-level 

lr:eetine::s held recently are another vivid proof of the_ consolidation of relations 

arr.ong the States of the socialist community. He should like also to express 

our great satisfaction with the development of stable relations of friendship" 

co-operation and mutual understanding betHeen the Soviet Union and the Ol'en.,rhelrnng 

:r,ajorit:y of the countries of the third vrorld. Stron£1' bond:; ur1ite us in 

our cominon struggle for peace and 'the sec-urity of the peoples ana· in ·L:nf8.ilinr 

support for national liberation movements. 

One of the most important orientations of the foreign policy of the Soviet 

Union is the struggle for the cessation of the arms race and for disarmament. 

The land of the Soviets aspired to that very objective as long ago as the years 

-vrhen it was the one and only socialist State in the vrhole world, facing a 

ui:;ited and strong world of canitalism. The Soviet Union and all its peoples 

still aspli.re to that goal now in conditions of a radical cha11ge in the balance 

of forces in the international arena in favour of socialism, national freedom 

and independence. The situation evolving in the world, the process of 

relaxation of tension and the norualization of relations amant; States belongincs 

to different 'iocio-political systems are creating favourable conditions for 

progress t01.,rards this. end. In their turn, the steps undertaken in recent years in 

the sphere of limitin;:r arrnar1ents and in c"'.isa:""I12.Dent -- such as the Treaty 

en the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Heap<;ms, the Treaty on tl1e Prohibition of 

the .Grrrplacement of Nuclear Heanons and other Heapons of ].~ass Destruction on 

the Sea·-Bed and the Ocean Floor and in the Subsoil Thereof, the Convention 
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on the Prohibition of the Development, Production and Stockpiling of 

Bacteriological (Biological) and Toxin Heapons and on their Destruction, the 

Soviet-United States agreements on the ::;revention of nuclear war and on the 

lirrJ.tation of strategic arms -- contribute to the deepening and widening of 

iLternational detente. 

The objectives in the field of disarmament set out in the peace progra.IllJ.Ue 

adoptecl by the XXIVth Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Unicn 

11ave been embodieCi in recent years in concrete proposals put forward by the 

Soviet lJnion in the international arena. 

In this ·. connexlon reference should be made first of all to the proposal 

by the USS:K to convene a \iorld Disarn:a:;nent Conference a proposal supported 

by an absolute majority of the States of the w-orld and by the United J'Tations 

itself in resolutions of the General Assembly. A Special CoiiLrni ttee was 

established which studied the views, suggestions a.."ld considerations of States 

b this matter. Along with socialist States and States of the third \YOrld, 

t!-1ree nuclear Pm1ers took part. in the work of the Committee. It is our firm 

telie£: that the clearly exp~essed desi~e of the ma~or~ty of United Nations 

1'e:nbers with respe'ct to convening the Conference must be put into effect in 

the course of the consideration of the at:esti on of the Horld Disarmament 

Conference during the current session of the General Assembly. 

I should li~~e to recall another initiative of the Soviet \.Jnion which 

received the approval of the twenty-seventh session of the General Assembly, 

that is, the prohibition of the use of force in international relations coupled 

l·:i th the perma.."ler:t prohibition of the use of nuclear >-reapons. This decision of 

the Assembly, which is of fundamental importance and which aims at 

strengthening international peace and security and the basic protection of 

.rnanlcind, through international law,- from the threat of a nuclear -vrar, must 

·oecome binding on all States. The Security Council should adopt an ap:;::>ropriate 

resolution on this matter. The Soviet delegation believes that positive 

action on this question by the Security Council would make a serious contribution 

to the settlement of existing conflicts, consolidate the relaxation of 

tension and strengthen peace, international security and confidence among the 

peorles. 
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At the hrenty·-eighth session of the AsseJ'!l.bly the Soviet Union proposed 

that the rnilitar.r budgets of the permanent member States of the Security 

Council be reduced by 10 per cent and that part of the funds thus saved'be 

used to provide assistance to developing cou.Dtries. In so doinc;, the Soviet 

Union proceeded -- as it continues to proceed -- from the assumption that 

suci1 action vould not only facilitate the limitation of the arms race but 

also provide additional assista.'1ce to States in need of it. 'l'his is of 

particular importance in vie'' of the difficulties encoun-:.ered in the 

e:f'forts to implen:ent the decisions of the sixth special session of the 

Cenere..l Assembly on the establishment of a special fu.'1d for assist&"1Ce to 

C.eveloping countries. 
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The 2-tti t0.Ci.e toFarc~ tiJe:se ve1·y i~~;orte.nt proposals Clesigned to achieve 

Clc~rnauent, to SUP9le~~nt ~olitic~l d~tenie w~tb military ~~tente ane to cha~nel 

t:oe TYleans releasee. by ti1e rec\uct;_Oi1 of ncilitary eJ:nenc_itures for develonmental 

~~:_:r}!oses is at the sru~12 tirr.e 2.. ,:i11 ~ of touchstone of the recJl 5_nt.entior.:.s of 

:3tates 1:ith re:-<::.r:~ to tile y;e.:rticul:-crl" urr;eat an:l_ ilr:.portaj1t proble:-cs of the d2.:·. 

':'.'he USSR delersstioi'l resei~ves- ics ri:_;h-~ to explein i11 further c!.etc>.il tne 

U~::•? :,:-.osition Or' the abOVC:'entiOi!ed as Well oti,er cuestions of c"Lisanca!"!.ent 

2-i-. -- one of tbe re ~1-:l~r meetin:s of the Cor.Y:littee. 

At the t~:enty. ninth session of the General Assernbly the Soviet Gover:r:r;'ent 

:·.ade a neu irmxrtar.:t il1itic.tive. It suhnitted for consideration by the Asse:::J.bly 

s.s c.n i:r:.:;:ort&il_t a!"1c:. ur_,:1;ent iter' tl"le QUestion of the proi1ibition of action to 

illfluence the envi_.ar_,ent anc' cliEate for military ancl other purposes inco!'~patible 

l.-itr-, the maintenanc':' of intern::tional secl:r:i_tv, lmr:-;an Hell-being and health. 

'Ii1at "'lropose.l O!' ·chc nrohi-oi tier: of act:::_on to influence tlv~ enviromr;ent a!ld 

clinate for rr.ilito.r;c ~mrposee' :1~s a m.LT'lber of s~ecial features. 'First of all, 

it involves e. fielrl of activity and certain nrocesses, :n1eteorologice.l e.nd 

[!;t:ophysical, uhic!:. have never before beer: the sphere or subj e.ct of international 

necotiations on diso.r:<la:>"ent. It opens up a nerr directio:r:. in the field of 

clisar,,la.ment e.n0_ t~1e 9revention of 8, neu ::;otentie.l threat to r·;al'.l-::ind. 

r:e are a\·Te,re thqt geoph~rsic::cl anc'. ;·1eteorolor;ical :"rocesses ["reatly influence 

t:Se life and productive activit;r of l'lan. r1anJ:ind has lon'\ been seelcin,z to uncover 

the origins of ele,-;1ental atnosrheri'c processes c:.nci. to influence ther< so as to 

~inimize the ~Jernicious consec:_uences of formidable natural pheno!!1ena ancl to utilize 

ther;; for the benefit of man. Recent years have been narked by success in the 

develornent of a number of r:let':.oc.s actively to influence i·reather conditions am<_ 

clir,Jate. Various eD,eriP:ents and :oractical projects are being carried out in this 

field in man~r St~tes. ':Chus, in our mm country anO. abroad; precipitation is 

oeing artificially induced with consicl.e!'e.ble Slcccess by seedinc:; vrith crystals of 

ioc~argyrite, ul1ich cause conrensation of 1110isture in cunuli, resultinc; in rain. 

'l'nat nethoC. is of r;reat pro:rr:.ise in cl::-ouc;ht control' anC. the irrip;ation of arid 

nnd desert areas. 

Horl: in the field of hurricane control is also rc:oin::; on irit~1 SOl11e s-u_ccess. 

A broad prograr,J!.Je of action to influence hurricanes is bein:; carried out in the 
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United Ste..tes and in other countries. By introducinr; fran aircraft a crystallizin["; 

a:;ent into the upper part of tbe cloud fronts of hurricanes, _scientists of a number 

of countries are tryinc- to induce redistribution of their enern-y and infln· nc•? 

the processes occurrin~ in them. As a result, they have succeeded in considerably 

red.ucinr; vdnd velocit:r and the destructiveness 'of hurricances. 

That l s real testimony of toda~r 1 s scientific excellence, shmling 1rhat 

enon~ous> in fact boundlesso possibilities for maru{ind are beinz opened up by 

the peaceful creative use of scientific discoveries to influence the environment 

2.11cl climate in the interests of manl:ind. ancl. in order to in~prove its ivell--beinr<:. 

However, the techn:i.ques of influencing w·eather anc1 geor>hysical nrocesses can e.lso 

be used for c1estructive rn.ilitn.ry purposes to the detriment of hum.an >rell--being 

and health, and there are serious grounL1s for such anxieties. 

It is ~enerally uell knmm, for exanl)le -·- and this has been widely. reported 

ln both the American press and the world press -- that for a nQ~ber of years special 

operations m:::re carried out over the territories of countries of Indo--China to 

artifieially induce or intensify rains by seeding clouds. That brought about 

excessive precipitation resultin~ in the inundation of certain sections of terrain, 

in landslides; in the destru-ction of roads, dil;:es, bric1~es and so on .. ·According 

to official estimates of the Pentagon, as a result of those operations the 

rainfall in some areas increased by 30 per cent over the normal levels for those 

areas. Attempts uere also made to cause fire storms. A fire storm is a kind of 

atrrospheric fiery cyclone. 

Recently, an increasing number of articles have been appearing in the press 

elevated to practical steps to influence the environ.'Tlent and climate for military 

purposes. Some of then at first c;lance seeLl to be absolutel;r incredible and 

fantastic. IIm1ever, there are real possibilities of puttin? into pra.ctice certain 

methods Il'.entioned in those articles. 

It lS well knmm, for example, that there is an ozone layer in the upper 

reaches of the atrn.osnhere i-Thich is important for the protection of life on earth 

fro~ the ultra-violet radiation of the Sun. Scientists have concluded that by 

properly influencing that layer one can create l·lindovs in the ozo~e shield of the 

earth in order to allm-r increased penetration of the h2.rd ultra--violet radiation 

to selected parts of our planet. As a result, all form of life in those areas 

vould be destroyed, and all that territory would be converted into barren desert. 
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Another exanple can be cited. It is possible to create extensive ultra-· 

and infra-acoustic fielo.s. Infra-sound, its frequency lying below human 

audibility, can cause cortplete I'tental derant;etclent ~ and sol'l.e research \Wrkers 

assert t~at it is possible, for example, to create acoustic fields on the sea and 

the ocean surface to combat individual ships or whole flotillas. 

Research has also revealed that there exists even such a possibility as 

melting the ice cans of the Arctic and the Antarctic for the purpose of 

c"leli vering a total annihilating blow ac;ainst a potential enemy. It is believed 

that for that purpose it i·rould be necesse.ry to explode nuclear devices of small 

Yield in a Bine sunt in the thickness of the ice cap. The explosion would result 

in the formation of a water-cushion beti-reen the ice cap and the bedrocks, and 

a considerable portion of the ice cover would slide off into the ocean. rrhat in 

turn 1-rould cause tidal uaves capable of 1-ripin.:-: off the face of the: earth many 

coastal cities and vrhole areas. Such waves, of conrse, "~"WUld not distinguish 

behreen enemy territory and the territory of an ally. 

It also apepars possible artificially to cause destructive ocean tsuna111i 
• vraves, _vrhich can be .disastrous for any coastal State. One. of the methods of 

producing tsunamis consists J.n dumpine': vast blocJ":.s of bedrock fron the continental 

shelf into the deeper parts of the ocean. Tsunamis can result from man-made 

underwater earthquakes. Cynics may say these are all fancies from the science 

fiction of Jules Verne. But scientific research 1-rorl::ers have reliably proved 

that there is no guarantee that these possibilities \·rill not becone actual 

realities hari'lful to :man. 

Influencing the environment, particularly the geophysical environment, for 

military purposes constitutes a serious threat to life on earth. A particular 

danger of ~eophysical 1-:rarfare consists in the fact that the ap:[iressor can secretly, 

without declaring -vrar, for many years use some of the abovementioned methods 

against its intended victim. 

The possibility of employinr: the forces of nature for purposes incompatible 

vith the maintenance of international securit~r, human uell-heinr: and health is 

arousing concern amonc; political, scientific am1 public figures in many countries. 

Calls for prohibitinG action to influence the geophysical environment for military 

purposes are bein~ voiced with increasing urcency. 
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/'.ll these "'Jroblems lone-: ago attracted the attention of scientists and 

tbe p1Jblic. TJ.ms, for example, the nHitary aspects of action to infh1ence the 

envirom•tent and clinate vere discusseci at the seventh Dartmouth !i1eetin:; of 

re:?resentati ves of t!1e Soviet a•1c-:_ A.rr;e:r~_can rmclic and scientific circles as far 

be.cl: as December i972~ In their joint co:r-,rnunique, the particiJlants in the rneeting 

st;:1_ted that they: 

;; ... rejected the attempts to use the artificial rr:oC1_ification of the 

enviromnent as a 1-reapon of var anc~ calleC1_ for a Sl)eecly conclusion of an 

international agreement prohibiting the development and use of such 

1-?eapor:s·,:. 

S·Ll.ch a prohibition has in recent years been su::_1ported also bv representatives of 

a number of States in the Geneva Disarnanent Coli'.mittee. 

lm important s~1ecie.l feature of the Soviet Union 's proposal, uhic~1 is on 

tne General Assembly; s agenda, for the prohibition of action to influence the 

environment anc'. climate for milit2.ry and other pur:9oses incompatible i·rith the 

maintenance· of internati-onal security~ h_wnan uell-beinc; and health is that the . - -

im:plel·lentation of such a propose.l 1Wuld contribute not only to the limitation 

of the· arms race but to the preserve.tion of the environr•1ent for the benefit and 

in the interest of the whole of mankind. 

As ,,re already know, the wide use of, for example, herbicides, defoliants 

and fire storms results in the destruction of large tracts of forest and the 

rr.oD.ification of climatic am;_ nature.l conC:.i tions over vast areas. G-2ophysical 

i·rarfare can, even after its cessation, have after-effects vhich >Till long 

adversely affect human well-being and health. 

.. 
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It is well l:nmm, for example, that even given substantial investments 

and huge amounts of labour the process of rehabilitatinP, the areas affected by 

~erbicides in South Viet-Nam will tal>;:e no less than 20 :vears. 

The policy of the Soviet Union in favour of the prohibition of action to 

influence the environment and climate for military purPoses is firm, resolute 

and consistent. An important step tovards saving mankind Trom tne threat of 

meteorological 1-rar was the signing of a joint official Soviet-.A111erican statement 

at the summit meetin~ on 3 July 1974. It says that the Soviet Union and the 

United States, desirinG to limit the potential danger to mankind from possible 

neu means of warfare and recognizin~ that action to influence the environment 

and climate "could have widespread, long-lasting and se_vere effects harmful to 

human welfare advocated the most effective measures nossible desi~ned to overcome 

the dangers of the use of environmental modification techniques for military 

nurposes 11
• The parties at the same time ar;reed to hold a meeting of Soviet and 

u~ited States rePresentatives in 1974 for the Purpose of exPloring this problem. 

A further step bv the Soviet Union toward nreventinq_: the nweather war r

was its nronosa:l to include in the -agenda of the- tvrer._ty-ninth -session. of the 

General Assembly, as an important and urgent item, the question of the 

nrohibition of action to influence the environment and clinate for military 

purposes. Submitting this pronosal in the General Assembly, the head of 

the Soviet deleg:ation, the Hinister for Foreign Affairs of the Soviet 

Union, Hr. Gromyko, stated: 

"The Soviet Union proposes that an international convention should 

be concluded which will outlaw the military use of the environment. 

Compliance with the provisions of such a convention, a draft of which 

we are submitting to the Assembly, could be secured through the adoption 

by each State, in accordance vith its constitutional processes, of 

apnropriate measures to nrohibit activities contrary to the convention 

and through consultations and co-operation a~ong States, notably within 

the framevrork of th~ United Nations;' (2240th meeting, Pp. 71-72). 

/ 
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The draft convention submitted by the Soviet Union (A/C.l/1.675) 

contains detailed provisions to the effect that the States parties to the 

convention shall undertake not to develop meteorological. ~eonhysical or any 

other scientific or technological means of influencing the environment for 

military purposes and also never in any circumstances to resort to such 

means of influencing the environment and climate or to carry out preparations 

for their use. 

The draft convention provides for a definition of the forms of active 

influence on the surface of the land, the sea-bed and the ocean floor, the 

depths of the earth, the marine environment or on any other elements of the 

environment, that, if used for military purposes, might cause damage to 

international peace and security, human '\Tell-bein~ and health. 

Such activities may cor.rorise: modii~ication of the weather, climate and the 

hydrologi~al system on land: action to influence the electrical processes 

in the atmosphere· disturbance of the energy and vrater balance of 

Heteorolo:sical phenomena, of the physical and chemical -parameters of the seas 

and oceans, the seashore; sea.:.be-d and ocean floor. Here belon~ also! 

stimulation of seismic waves by . any methods or means that ma~r produce earthquakes 

or destructive ocean waves; action on the surface of: an area of 1-mter that may 

lead to a disturbance of the thermal and gaseous interchange ; the creation of 

artificial continuous electromagnetic and acoustic fields in the oceans and 

seas. TJ:.le draft convention prohibits the modification for military purposes 

of the natural state of the rivers, lakes, Si·iam"()s and other aqueous elements of 

the land~ the disturbance of the natural state of the lithosphere, that is, 

the external hard crust of the globe: the burning of veg;etation and other 

actions leading to a disturbance of the ecology of the vegetable and animal 

kingdom: action to influence the ionizecl_ or ozone layers ~n the atmosphere: 

the introduction of heat and radiant absorbing aGents in the atmosphere. 

At the same time t'he draft notes that an international ae;reement on the 

-prohibition of action to influence the enviro~ment and climate for military 

and other purposes incompatible i·lith the maintenance of international 

security, human well-being and health, should naturally in no way restrict 

scientific research or projects vrhich aim at transforming the environment for 

peaceful purposes and the benefit of mankind. 
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As the Forei8n :~inister of the Union of Soviet Socialist ~e:publics 

declared in his SDeech: 
11
The conclusion of such a convention vrould -prevent the emergence 

of nev neans of warfare and, at the same time, woulcl_ facilitate the 

solution of a problem cormnon to all mankind ··- the protection of 

the environment. He trust th.!:l.t all the particinants in the 

Assecnbly will fully ap:r:r=ciate the universal significance of this 

im])ortant initiative •.• The Soviet Union and the s~cialist countries 

as a ¥hole seel:. to r·;ain no noli tical dividends from this. He hctve 

submitted this nronosal because it is in the interests of all States, 
~ 1 

all peoples of the vrorld. 1; (ibid., p. 72) 

A draft resolution (A/C.l/L.675)onthe question of the prohibition of' 

action to influence the environment and climate for military purposes has 

2lso been submitted for consideration by the First Corn._rnittee. The prear.1ble 

of that draft notes the concern of peoples to consolidate peace and to 

~ursue efforts designed to same mankind from the danger of using nevr me~ns 

·or uarfare' to- l"imit the ar•:lS r-ace -and to b:ri~g about -disarmament: it stresses 

t~1at, under conditions of continuous scientific and technological nrogress 

ne'i nossibilities arise for using the results of this progress not only for 

peaceful but also for military purposes: it expresses the conviction that the 

prohibition of action to influence the environment and climate for military 

and other purposes incompatible vri th the maintenance of international security, 

hw1an well-being and health would serve the cause of the strengthening of peace 

an.d averting the threat of 1-rar: it takes into account the profound interest of 

States and peo!_"Jles in the adoption of measures to preserve a..11d impr~ve the 

environment for the benefit of present and future generations. 
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Operative nara~rauh 1 of the draft resolution (A/C.l/L.675) stresses 

the need to adopt, through the conclusion of an ·appro~riate international 

convention) effective measures to prohibit action to influence the environment 

for ~ilitary purposes. Operative paragraph 2 takes into account the draft 

international convention on this question sll:bmitted by the Soviet Union, 

as well as other points of view and suggestions put forward ~uring the 

discussion of this question in the Assembly. Operative paragraph 3 requests 

the Ccnference of the Coa~ittee on Disarmament to proceed as soon as possible 

to achieving agreement on the text of an international convent..ion on this 

question and to submit a report on the results achievec'_ for consideration 

by the General Assembly at its thirtieth session. Operative paragraph 4 
requests the Secretary-General to transmit to the ComBitt~e_on Disarmament 

all documents relating to the discussion of this item by the General 

l"ssembly. Finally, operative paragraph 5 decides to include this item J.n 

the provisional agenda of the thirtieth session; of the General Assembly. 

The. Soviet delegat~on expresses the ~1ope that this draft resolution 

vill enjoy a ~-ride degree of support in the First Coi'TI>ri.tt-ee and in the -

General Assembly. The exmnnation of this question and the adoption of a 

relevant resolution on it vrill be an important positive step towards the 

preparation of an international convention on the prohibition of action to 

influence the environment for military purposes. 

The resnonse to the ne-vr Soviet proposal is evidence of the fact that it 

has aroused great interest &"ld approval in many countries. He tl:!-ke note of 

this with great satisfaction. l1any delec;ations in the General Assembly 

supported the Soviet Union's initiative and appreaiated it very highly. 
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In the course of the general debate in'the Assembly the heads of a number of 

delegatio~s welcomed the proposal submitted by the Soviet Government to prohibit 

the use of the environment and climate for miLitary purposes. It is with great 

satisfaction that the delegation of the Soviet Union informs the First Committee 

that the delegations of the following countries have expressed a desire to 

co-sponsor the aforementioned draft resolution: Afghanistan, Poland, Kenya, the 

German Democratic Republic, Iraq_, Czechosl~vakia, Syria, Mongolia, Barbados and 

Bulgaria. The delegation of the Soviet _Union would like to express its appreciation 

for the understanding and support manifested regarding this proposal, which is so 

important to the \·Thole of mankind. 

The Soviet delegation is constantly being approached by representatives of 

many countries that display considerable interest in various aspects of the 

proposal. All this shows that the new Soviet initiative has been timely and 

topical. 

Speaking at a function in Berlin on the occasion of the twenty-fifth 

anniversary of the German Democratic Republic on 6 October, the GeneFal Secretary 

of the Central-Colllli1ittee of ·the ·comniuriist Party ·of the Soviet Union, 

Leonid I. Brezhnev, stressed that: 

i'All States of the Socialist community carry on an indefatigable struggle 

for lesse~ing the danger of war, for relaxing military confrontation, for 

curbing the arms race, for reducing the ensuing burden of expenditures for 

disarmament. This policy of ours enjoys the recognition and support of all 

honest people on earth." 

The implementation of the new proposal of the Soviet Union on the prohibition 

of action to influence the environment and climate for military and other purposes 

incompatible with the maintenance of international security, human well-being and 

health would be a substantial step towards controlling the arms race and towards 

disarmament. The adoption of this proposal by the General Asse111bly and the 

eventual preparation of a draft international convention on this q_uestion would 
' 

undeniably perform the task of limiting the arms race and consolidating peace 

and would contrib~te to averting a potentially terrible threat to mankind. 
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Such are the more detailed explanations and views which the Soviet 

delegation deemed it necessary to put forward in the First Committee in introducing 

the item on the prohibition of action'to.influence the environment and climate for 

military purposes submitted at the initiative of the Soviet Union for consideration 

by the twenty-ninth session of the General Assembly. 

The CHAIRMAN ( interpr~tation from Spanish): I should like to thank the 

representative of the Soviet Union for the very generous words that he addressed to 

me. 

Mr. SYMINGTON (United States of America): J'frr. Chairman, may I first 

congratulate yo~ on your election and wish you the best of luck in your vital new 

work.' 

I should also respectfully commend the representative of the Soviet Union, 

my friend Ambassador Malik, for his superb statement. I would hope that the press 

of the United States &~d of the world give full consideration to the proposals and 

the ·thoughts ·behind them -whi-ch he has . given us today. _ 

I speak representing my country on nuclear issues. As we start our annual 

arms control disarmament debate, my Government believes it appropriate to devote 

its initial statement on disarmament questions exclusively to one of the most 

critical matters before the twenty-ninth session of the General Assembly -- the 

objective of limiting the growth ru1d spread of nuclear weapons. 

Since the advent of the nuclear age, we have been forced to live with the 

dilemma of the dual nature of nuclear ener:y. We have held high expectations 

concerning the contribution that nuclear energy could make to human welfare; but >-re 

have always been painfully aw51-re that tied to these expected benefits is a growing 

potential for mankind 1 s destruction. The rapidly expanding use of nuclear 

reactors to generate electric power in recent years has made this dilemma one of 

the most'urgent issues of our time. 

I ~tmuld at this point deviate to nc.r:e some personal observations. 

I do this as a former Assistant Secretary of War, a former Secretary of the Air 

Force, the ranking member of the Armed Services Committee, a member of the Foreign 

Relations Committee and Chairman of the Military Installations Sub-Committee of the 
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Joint Atomic Energy Committee. The proliferation of nuclear weapons could be the 

most critical problem facing the world today, and unless we handle that problem, 

it is becoming increasingly clear· that the problem will handle us. By "usil I 

mean all the people on earth. One miscalculation~ one sudden terrorist activity, one 

r~ranoid leader ·could set the spark to ·a world-wide nuclear holocaust. 

There are no~ six members of the-nucleap club -- six scorpions in the 

bottle instead of the original two, as once described by a great nuciear scientist. 

~d as each month passes it becomes ever more probable that soon there may well 

be 20 scorpions in the said bottle. At that point what a few of those scorpions 

decide could make little difference. 

As Chairman of the Military Applications Sub-Committee of the Joint Atomic 

Energy Committee of he United States Congress, I can report to you today that 

the United States stockpile of strategic and tacticaT-iiuclear weapons is 

equivalent to 615,385 Hiroshima bombs, that one Hiroshima A-bomb killed some 

100,000 people. 1-Jith respect to the proliferation of nuclear weapons around the 

world, it is no longer a secret that they are placed in Europe, in the Middle East 

ana. in the Far East. In addition, _it_ i.s n? secret_ that many types of ships can 

and do carry nuclear weapons. Moreover, since the signing of the SALT agreement 

in 1972, it should be pointecl out that the two so-called super-Powers have been 

adding nuclear weapons to their stockpiles each day of the year. Compounding this • dilemma of increasing stockpiles of-nuclear weapons and the addition of members 

to the nuclear club is the recently rapidly expanding use of nuclear reactors to 

generate electric power in many areas of the world, as mentioned. 

An inevitable result of the massive growth of nuclear-generated power would 

be the tremendous increase in world-vride production of plutonium. Estimates are 

that by 1980 close to one million pounds of plutonium will have been produced 

vorldwi~e ln electric power reactors, enough to manufacture over 50,000 nuclear 

explosive devices. 

In addition, rising demands for enriched uranium as a nuclear reactor fuel 

will require a marked expansion of uranium enrichment capacity. 

1-Jidespread development. of enrichment facilities, perhaps involving new 

enrichment techniques, could create a capability for producing weapons-grade 

uranium at many locations throughout the world. 
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This increasing availability of nuclear fuels and materials~ as well as the 

continuing dissemination of nuclear technology, threaten to place a nuclear 

explosive capability, and the accompanying capability to produce nuclear weapons, 

within the reach of the ever-widening group of States. As perilous as the 

situation was when there were only two States with a nuclear weapons capability 

and is now with slx -- stability would be. vastly more precarious in a world of 

mru1y nuclear Powers. 
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Such a world is not to be feared more by one group of States than 

by another. All nations would stand to lose. States fortunate enough 

to be located in regions now free of nuclear weapons would suddenly find 

themselves faced with nuclear--armed neighbours. This would bring them 

under strong pressures to acquire nuclear weapons themselves. Even 

minor conflicts ~auld then involve the risk of_~scalation to nuclear 

war. The probability of the use of nuclear rveapons, · whether by design, 

miscalculation or accident, would increase sharply. Prospects for 

significant arms control and disarmament measures would deteriorate, 

as all States felt the need to prepare for a larger and more disparate 

range of contin8encies. 

Many have assumed that time was on our side, that every year without 

the use of nuclear weapons, every year without an additional nuclear Power, 

every step J.n East~-vlest detente, -and every measure to curb the arms 

race -- that all of these have been part of a steady progression to 

where we would no longer fear the possibility of nuclear war. But it is 

obvious, in the light of the worldwide energy crisis and the emergence 

after a ten-year hiatus of an additional State with a nuclear explosive 

capability_ that we cannot afford to be complacent. 

It is to be hoped that these developments wil·l at -least have the 

positive effect of mal:ing us fully alert to the dangers of the f'urther 

spread of nuclear explosives and of encouraging a determined international 

effort to avert that possibility. 

He are now at an important juncture, perhaps a decisive one. The 

challenge, as Secretary Kissenger well described it to the General Assembly 

on 23 Septewber, is 

''to realize the peaceful ben;::;fi ts of nuclear techno;J_ogy without 

contributing to the grm·lth of nuclear weapons or to the number of 

States possessing them:'. (A/~Vr._?23_§_,_p_.]_3__.-35_) 

The United States does not believe that a world of many nuclear Powers 

is inevitable. Nor does it believe that the neaceful uses of nuclear 
~ . 

energy must necessarily be cut back because of the risl: that nuclear 

technology will be diverted to military purposes. However, we cannot expect 
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to take full advantage of the expanding use of nuclear energy unless we 

are willing to strengthen the system for assuring one another that there 

is nothing to fear. in the continued diffusion of nuclear materials and 

technology. While working towards a more universal and effective system 

of assurances, 'or safeguards. we must also strengthen the political and 
• 

economic incentives for resisting the temptation to acquire nuclear 

explosive capabilities. Those capabilities would inevitably be perceived 

as a threat to others and therefore trigger a competition in the destructive 

potential of nuclear devices. 

No State or group of States can meet the challenge alone. What is 

required in the months and years ahead is a sustained and concerted 

international effort, involving nuclear-weapon State~ and non-nuclear-weapon 

States, nuclear suppliers and importers, parties to the 

non·-proliferation Treaty and States which have not yet seen it in their 

interest to adhere to t~e Treaty. I~ Government would like to suggest 

several tasks which members of the world community, individually and 

coliecti vely', snould undertake in meeting this challenge. 

First, co-operation in the peaceful uses of nuclear energy should 

be continued. It could be argued that the most appropriate response to 

the increasing risk of diversion of nuclear technology to hostile 

purposes would simply be to cut back on international co-operation in the 

nuclear energy field. The United .States does not believe· such a course 

of action would serve non-proliferation objectives, nor would it be 

responsive to the pressing need throughout the world to receive the 

benefits of this important new source of energy. The United States 

recognizes fully that the vast potential benefits of nuclear energy cannot 

be monopolized by a hanaful of advanced industrial States. This is 

especially true at a time when many of the world's developing countries 

are among the hardest hit by global economic difficulties. 

As a member of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy of the United 

States Congress, I have been privileged to participate in United States 

efforts to make the peaceful applications of atomic energy widely available. 
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Tne United States Government has facilitated the participation of United 

States industry in atomic power activities abroad. It has sponsored large 

international conferences to share our technical know-how. It has shipped 

materials abroad to help others move ahead in nuclear technology. And 

it has given strong support to the International Atomic Energy Agency and 

to that Agency's programmes in the nuclear field, .hl.l .told, it has spent 

hundreds of millions of dollars to promote p~aceful uses worldwide. \.Je 

intend to continue this effort, both through our bilateral co-operative 

arrangements and through our support for the work of the International 

Atomic Energy Agency,which could be just about the most important agency 

in the world today. 

Second we should intensify our search for effective measures to 

curb the competition in nuclear arms. We are mindful that serious 

risks are involved in the further accumulation of nuclear weapons by 

States no1-r possessing them, as well as in the spread <;>f weapons 

capabilities to additional States. Moreover, we know that we cannot 

expe-ct· n6n-.nuclear-..weapon- States to. show res~ra_int unless nuclear Powers 

also practise restraint. 

As one of the principal nuclear Powers, the United States recognizes 

its special responsihility in this area. We are aware of the concerns 

expressed by a number of countries about the pace of progress in nuclear 

disarmament. Although proud of what has already been achieved, we wculd 

agree that progress has been disappointingly slow. We understand the 

impatience of others, and are ourselves anxious to proceed faster. But 

it must be recognized that these complicated issues, touching upon the 

vital interests of all States, are rarely susceptible to quick and easy 

solutions-. 

United States and Soviet Union negotiators recently reconvened' 

their talks in Geneva on strategic arms limitations. He attach the utmost 

illiportance to these negotiations, in which members of this body have also 

expressed much interest. 
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The talks are currently aimed at concluding an equitable agreement 

p~acing quantitative and qualitative limitations on offensive strategic 

w~apons. We will make every effort to reach such an agreement at the 

earliest possible date. In addition, the United States remains firmly 

committed to seeking an adequately verified comprehensive test ban. The 

threshold test ban Treaty, negotiated in :Moscow last summer, has 

significance not only for its restraining effect on United States-Soviet 

nuclear arms competition, but also as a step tovrards our ultimate goal 

of a comprehensive ban. Indeed, in the first article of that Treaty we 

reaffirm nur commitment to pursue further negotiations towards that goal. 

Third, steps should be taken to ensure the widest possible adherence 

to the non-proliferation Treaty. It is noteworthy that while Treaty 

parties have sometimes urged faster implementation of provisions of 

the non--proliferation Treaty, there is virtual unanimity among them that 

the Treaty 1 s basic concepts and structure are sound and that the Treaty 

continues to provide a valuable legal framework for dealing with both the 

peacef1,ll a11d th5= mili t§.ry applications of nuclear energy· My Government 
- - - -·· - • 4 - - - -. 

continues to regard the non~proliferationTreaty as one of the most 

significant international agreements of the post-Second World War era. 

Recently" President Ford called the Treaty "one of the pillars of United 

States foreign policy". 

The non--proliferation Treaty has been criticized as discriminatory in 

that it divides the world into two categories of States -- those with 

nuclear explosive devi~es and those ~ithout. But the non-proliferation 

Treaty did not create tl1at distinction, nor is it intended to condone it. 

Tne negotiators of that Treaty recognized that the only promising and 

realistic approach was to start with the world the way it was. Accordingly 

the Treaty calls for a halt to the further spread of explosive 

capabilities and obligates existing nuclear Powers to speed limitations and 

reductions of their own stockpiles. 
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If there had been no effort, such as the Non-Proliferation Treaty, to 

halt the spread of nuclear weapons, or if the effort had been postponed until 

nuclear weapon States had abolished their arsenals, we would have found 

ourselves in a world of so many nuclear Powers that further attempts to stop 

·vertical proliferation:1 ··-that is to limit and reduce nuclear arms 

be futile. 

would 

The leader of the Swedish disarmament delegation, Mrs. Thorsson, put 

this matter in the proper perspective at the Conference of the Committee on 

Disarmament on 30 July of this year, when she said: 

·'The NPT is by nature discriminatory, ~ut its purpose is such that 

it has been supported by the majority, and needs to be supported 

:Qy the entirety, of the world community. It is in the interest of 

every single country in the w-orld that this purpose be fulfilled.:; 

(~CD/PV-=-.647, ~) 

As we approach the May 1975 Review Conference of the liron-Proliferation 

Treaty, we should consider ways of making the Treaty more attractive to 

existing and prospective p-arties·~ - Last summer my- Government announced that 

:Parties to the Non--Proliferation Treaty will be .given preferential consideration 

in the donation by the United States of special nuclear materials -- primarily 

enriched uranium for use in IAEA medical research projects. Vie have also 

decided to give preference to Non··Proliferation Treaty parties in allocating 

training and equipment grants for IAEA technic~l assistance programmes, and 

vre encourage others to adopt similar policies. 

1-le would welcome further suggestions for increasing incentives for 

Non-Proliferation Treaty membership. 

#Fourth, thorough international consideration should be given to the question 

of peaceful nuclear explosions. The dilemma of the dual nature of nuclear 

energy is nowhere Bore evident than in the problem of peaceful nuclear explosions. 

Indeed, because the technologies of peaceful nuclear explosions and nuclear 

weapons are indistinguishable, it is impossible for a non· ·nuclear weapon State 

to develop a capabilit~ to conduct nuclear explosions for peaceful purposes 

without, in the process, acquiring a device which could be used as a nuclear weapon. 

For this reason alone, the objective of preventing the spread of nuclear weapons 
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is incompatible with the development or acquisition of peaceful nuclear 

explosives by non--nuclear weapon States. 

Article V of the Non--Proliferation Treaty was developed to assure the 

States that give up the option of developing nuclear explosives that they will 

receive any benefi~s ~f_p~aceful nuclear explosions that eventually might 

materialize. To date, however, the comrnercial utility of peaceful nuclear 

explosions has not been proved, and moreover, the use of peaceful nuclear 

explosions is a highly complicated matter politically and legally, wh{ch has 

ramifications for the Limited Test Ban Treaty in the case of excavation 
• 

projects and which would pose problems in relation to any test ban treaty. 

The United States stands ready to honour its Article V obligation to 

make the benefits of peaceful nuclear explosions available on a 

non-discriminatory basis when and if their feasibility and practicability are 

established. In the meantime, we support the steps already taken in the IAEA 

context to impler.'lent Article V, including the development of guidelines for 
\... 

peaceful nuclear explosion observation, the adoption of procedures for 

respondinc; to requests for peac-eful nuclear- explosion 'servic-es, and the 

approval of a United States sponsored resolution authorizing the Director· 

General to establish, at an appropriate tl.me, an office in the IAEA 

Secretariat to deal wit-h peaceful nuclear explosion reque.:;ts. 

He are willin-g to consider other suggestions concernine; organizational 

arranGements for'an international service. 

Fifth, we should work urgently tcward strengthening the system of 

international safeguards against the diversion of nuclear materials and 

technology to the manufacture of nuclear explosives. May I say that to me, 

based on my experience, there is no more important subject for the people of 

the world to consider today. The interests of _nuclear exporters and importers 

alike would be served by a system which provided confidence that nuclear 

technology ;.ras not being misused. Actions designed to inhibit the abuses 

of nuclear technolog-y should not impede ,the_ full exploitation of its 

peaceful potential. The realization of peaceful benefits should be 

facilitated by a broad international commitment to curb the spread of nuclear 

explosive capabilities. 
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He should step up our efforts to improve the effectiveness, and achieve 

the broadest possible acceptance, of IAEA safeguards. In this connexion, let 

us note that in his message to.the recent IAEA General Conference 

President Ford reaffirmed the United States offer to permit the application 

of IAEA safeguards to any United States nuclear activity except those of direct 

national security significance. He have offered to permit such safeguards to 

demonstrate our belief that there is no threat to proprietary information and 

no risk of suffering commercial disadvantage under Non-Proliferation Treaty 

safeguards. 

Nuclear exporters should make special efforts to ensure that their 

transfers of nuclear materials and equipment do not contribute to the 

acquisition of nuclear explosive capabilities. The United States will shortly 

approach the principal supplier count~ies with specific proposals for making 

safeguards more effective. 

One of the problems to be faced in the years ahead is the challenge of 

meeting rapidly increasing demands for uranium enrichment and chemical 

reprocessing-services without-undermining safeguards. Ari alternative to· 

developing national facilities for these services -·- one which would be both 

economical and conducive to effective safeguards -- might be the establishment 

of multinational plants capable of satisfying world demands. 

Sixth, steps should be taken to ensure the physical security of nuclear 

facilities and materials. As the civil nuclear industry expands throughout the 

world, nuclear materials 'I.-Till become an increasing factor in international 

commerce , and the threat of theft or diversion could become acute. Hhile 

physical security must be the primary responsibility of national governments, 

we believe the world community can play an important role. Accordingly, 

Secretary Kissinger also stated on 23 September that the United States will 

urge the IAEA to develop an international convention for en~ancing physical 

security against theft or diversion of nuclear material. 

Such a convention should outline specific standards and techniques for 

protecting materials while in use, storage, and transfer. The United States, 

moreover, agrees with Director-General Eklund's recommendation that the IAEA 
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should prepare itself to be a source of advice and assistance to nations that 

wish to improve their physical security practices. 

Seventh, and finally, we should support and encourage the development of' 

regional arrangements which.contribute to non-proliferation objectives. if.hile 

the Non-Proliferation Treaty has played a central ~ole in efforts to curb 

nuclear proliferation,the United States believes that complementary tools 

should also be used to serve that objective. Accordingly, we support the 

Treaty esta-blishing a nuclear--free zone in Latin America~ so far the only 

densely populated region in the world to set up a formal regime to ban nuclear 

veapons. 
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fc also ':relco~..te t::e i~1terest shom~ in nuclear-free zo~1es at t~1is General 

1-.sse<Jly, in >articular in tiw :proposals for creatin~-: :;.mclear- -free zones in the 
• 

On several occasions :c.:,f GoverniLent has put foruard four criteria for the 

E:sta:)lis1E.~2i1t of nuclcc:.r free zones: First, the initiative should be talcen by 
\ 

t;1e States in t~le re:;ion concerned. Secondly, the zone should preferably include 

all Centes 1.n ti1e ares. ~r,~ose participation is dee::!er1 i:.:;:9ortant. Thirdly, the 

creation of ti.1e zone siwulC:. not disturb necessary securi tv arrann-e~:ents j and 

fourthly, provision should be nade for aC!.equate verific<.?:.tion. :·re would ta.k:e 

thes2 criteria into accoQ~t in assessin~ any specific re~onal arran~ement. 

"''-"1ot:t1er factor r:':',· Governnent Houlcl taken into account vroulcl be t:1e treatment 

of peo.ceful nuclear e;:plosions i;.1 any nuclear ·free zone proposal. Hl1en tlw 

U;:itec.1 0tatc:s 2.d!.1erec1 to Ar2ditional Protocol II of t!1e Treaty for the 

Pro;1ioi tion of ~Tuclear ;;ea:pons in Latin liT'lerica, it uas 11i th the understanding 

tlE.t ti1e treaty oo:s no·;; :)er::ri. t non .. -nucleo..r Ctates party to the treaty to develop 

:~eaceful nuclear ex:Dlosi ve devices. t.;e accordinP:ly rerrard the Latin .Ar!cerican 

nuclear ·free. zone a's consi-stent w:iti1 our objective of .curbinr: th~ spread of 

independent nuclear explosive capabilities. 

'.le h:.ve su,s:::;ested the princi:9al tasl~s wJ.1icJ.1 ue think s~10uld be undertaken 

in c1ealin.::; uith the vital issues of nuclear arms control, and look fon-rard to 

hearin::; the vie1;s of otber dele~ations on these sur:r~estions. A broadly bas eel. 

collective effort should be lilade by all -... nuclear alld non- -nuclear, 

no~:t·proliferc.tion Treaty r:arties and non :uarties, industrially advanced anc1. 

develo:yint:, States alit.e ... if ue are to save our oun and future generations fro;,1 

a vorlcl of ~:1any nuclear Pavers and unrestrained nuclear arms competition. 

In closin~; I Hould say tnat I have been co~mected directly or indirectly 

.ri tJ.1 tl1is problem ever sinc2 the days of tlle Hanhattan Project, the first effort 

to create nuclear aE•ls, anc1. I re~;eat 't11at ei t~1er He are 3oing to handle this 

probler!l together or this problen is goinf'S to handle us. 

The CHAIKIA::l_ (interpretation from Spanish): I thank the representative 

of the Uni tee~ States, Senator :Jymi!1zton, for his cordial con:<;ratulations. 
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,ir. HOV.GYDA (Iran): l•lr. C~1airman, the Iranian deler;ation has already 

bad occasion to extend to you its felicitations on your assumption of the '"' - . 
chairnanship bf this Cornni ttee. Nevertheless) as a personal friend and an 

adwirer of yours I cannot let this opportunity nass without saying hmv pleased 

I feel to speak Hhile you are in the Chair. 

/.f'ter tae tHo ver>J hilportant statements ue have h~ea:cd this l!10ri.1ing, Inine 

1-1ould appear SOElehou undramatic because tile purpose of my intervention today 

is to mate so;.;1e brief remarlrs on the report of the Ad Hoc Cowmi ttee on the 

~Torld Disarma11ent Conference in i1Y capacity as former chairman of that fomer 

CO!!TI'littee. I use the vrord "former:: because I am hap:?~r to annolll1ce here ti1at 

the Com:i1ittee •ras able to discharge its mandate. 

For the last four sessions the General Assembly has dealt -vlith the proposal 

to convene a vmrld disarmamei.lt conference, a proposal which -vras--put forvrard 

for tl1e first tiwe by the Heacis of State of the Hon ·Aligned Countries meetin3 

ln Bel.:;rade in 1961, and which vras brought before the General Assembly again 

at tl1e initiative of the USSR. The discussions held. over this period of ti11e 

pro-ved to ~oe useful~ as they h~lped to identify and clarify the issues involved, ' . . -- . ·- . . 

and on that basis to enlarge the sphere of a-:;reement. 

The report of the fl.'!=_ ~;,_o£_ Co<illlli ttee is basically a summation of the current 

state of thinl~inc~ on the idea of convening a uorlu disarmament conference. 

Still~ relllembering that one year a~o, in this very CorJllili ttee and in a private 

capacity, I SW'lirlecl up the exchange of infor~11al vieus relating to a world 

d.isarwa.ment conference from \-That I co.lled an u..nprececl..ented. position of a 

non -c11airman of a non -cowm.ittee entrusted 1·rith submittin~ a non· report on what 

perha]:JS had not happened, I i·risll to stress that the very fact that this report 

has been subr.aitted to the General AsseBbly should be considered in itself a 

positive ctevelo:p~!lent. 

The Committee held 16 meetiat;s at United Nations Headquarters during 

three sessions in 1fay, Jlll1e and Septewber. 

In its -vrork the Corw:nittee vas guided by the i.landate entrusted to it by the 

General Assembly in resolution 3lu3 (XXVIII), that is, to examine all the views 

and su::;;:::estions expressed by Governments on the convenins of such a conference~ 

and related problems incluclinr; conditions for the realization of the conference. 
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L1 exa:..1ining the vie\rs of States ; the Cmm t tee hac:'c be fore it a s urrJD1ary 

prerared by the i:Jecreta:r'iat quotin 3, uncler headinc_;s proposed by tlK Bureau 

ancl acce~ted -oy the Cm:li!U ttee _ the vieus and sue;:;estions expressed by Governments 

uicnin t~1e United 1~ations ancl at the Conferei.1ce of the Committee on Disariilament 

since 1971. T11e su."Tilllary Has re0_uested by the Comn.ittee at its first session, 

211C. it uas submi ttecJ. by the Secretariat as a draft before the convenin,?; of the 

second session. The draft 'vas circulatecl to all States Members of the 

LnitecJ. l~ations for additional corr'Jlnents and sug::;esti9ns, and the Secretary--General 

also sent co&.-iunications to the i:ie!:iuer States, inviting them to preseat in 

uritin3; any neu sue:;.=-estions they desired to offer. 

'l~1e final version of t:1is document L1corporates the vieus received as of 

5 im~ust 197 4 by der1ber States. It is attached to the report of the Coli]j_Jli ttee 

anG. constitutes tne basic reference material descri binc; the positions of States. 

At its Gth i11eetin0 on 26 June 1974, the CoDJiili ttee established an 

open enJ.ed uorking ::;rou:) uith the task of preparin:; the draft report of the 

CorrlJ.;ri ttee. The ~:orl:ing Grou1) lleld 37 J'leetinc;s between 27 June and 6 Septcj:lber 

lll1c.ler the chairw.anship of the Ra:pp~rt·e~r- of th~ Cownittee J 1:ir-. Anton-io ::;lias 

of :.>pain. On tl1is occasion I 1-risi.1 to acl;:novrledge c;ratefully the invaluable 

contril.mtion made by !lr. J..;lias and his collea~ues in the Horkinc; Group by 

overcmrin2: l!1any obstacles in an undertakinss tnat proved to fall just short 

of impossible. 

As a result of suci.1 extensive work, it is really gratifyin~ to be able to 

present this l"er::ort as one of consensus in line 1vith the mandate given to us 

in resolution Jlu3 (XXVIII). The re)ort has the support both of the 

40 non- ,nuclear"·\·Teapon States a}Jpointed to serve in the ~d _ _!l_oc Committee -, 
a;i\..l of States r.1entionec1 in operative paragraph 3 of _the resolution. 

I voulc1 like to dention in t:i1is connexion that by virtue of the above-

nentioneD_ resolution, France, the United Kin13dO!'l, and the USSR actually 

i,)artici:pated. in the work of the Co;'lmittee_ and China and the United States 

mai:1tained. contacts -vli th the Co:mmi ttee through its Cl1airLmn. 
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In vie•r of the importance attached to the participation of nuclear··'l-teapon 

States in c.l.i sarmament debates as vrell in arns control ae;reenents, it uas the 

feelin·~ of ,N.my ~.1e':lbers of the Cmir.llittee that there should be a continued 

ap?licatioLl of ;:1etl1ods ancl means used until no1r for makin~ ·proc:ress towards the 

conveninc; of a vrorld disarmament conference. Contacts by the Chairman an·J. 

:Jertibers of the Ad Hoc CoiuDi ttee on a personal basis Hith the nuclear Povers 

vere particularly dee;;1ed useful in any future 1-10rk in t~lis direction. 
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The report also attempts to discern from a wide spectrum of opinion 

the main approaches adopted by Governments towards the idea of a world 

disarmament conference. Chapter III of the report, summarizing these 

najor trends, identifies areas of divergence as well as convergence in 

the positions of almost 100 countries which have made their views known. 

It throvrs light on different· shades of opinion and underlines varying 

decrees of emphasis >·rhich countries have laid on different aspects of 

the question. 

In a more specific form, the subsequent chapter of the report 

provides se..r::ples of opinions most frequently stated by Governments on the 

convening of a conference as well as on conditions for its realization. 

So~e Governments, particularly those that advocated the convening 

cf the conference, presented views on the main objectives, the 

agenda, and organizational and procedural aspects, and on its follow-up 

and its relatior• to the United Nations, and these ar,e also suroarized 

in the report. 

'\lith the examination- of- the views and their pre.sentatiQn. both in 

a generalized manner and in more detailed form, and with the submission 

of the consensus report, it is my privilege to state that the Ad-Hoc 

Cor.$Jittee has effectively discharged its mandate. 

Though the report of the Committee might appear meagre' the effort 
+· d In th;s ... ~annexion, cnat has gone into its making has been trenen ous. .... 

I should not fail to mention the important share of the Disarmament 

Division of the Secretariat, which, under the able leadership of 

Dr. Bjornerstedt 
9 

has done everything needed to help us. 

It is customary for the report of a Committee to contain 

Sp;te of the intensive consultations 
conclusions and recommendations. In .... 

t last round of meetings of the 
hat took place, particularly during the 

on a formulation that ,,.ould 
M_-Hoc Committee, it was not possible to agree 

O
reover felt that since the 

cor:nnand the required unanimity. It was, m ' 
. 'f' lly required submission 

mandate of the Ad-Hoc Committee had not spec1 lea 

task might more profitably be 
of conclusions and reco:m.."llendations, this 

Members are in a better 
passed on to the General Assembly, where States 

Position to chart the future course of action. 
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Nevertheless, by producing the present report, the Ad-Hoc Committee 

has, in a quiet and perhaps undramatic fashion, accomplished a great deal. 

It is my conviction, based on the Committee's experience and past 

work, that progress in such a difficult field can be made only step by step. 

He should nourish the idea gradually and let it take its slow course to 

maturity and ripeness. Any haste, any pressure, could hay_e only negative 

repercussions affecting the fragile progress so far achieved. 

The CHAIRMAN (interpretation from Spanish): I thank 

Ambassador Hoveyda of Iran for his eloquent presentation of the report 

of the Ad-Hoc Committee on the Horld Disarmament Conference. I feel 

in duty bound to express our gratitude to him for the efficient, constructive 

and rewarding manner in which he acted as Chairman of that Corr~ittee, 

and for the negotiations he carried on in discharging the mandate 

conferred on him by the General Assembly. 

}1r. TREPCZYNSKI- (P.oland) : _ Hr. ChairJ:!lan, I hope that I am not 

transgressing the rules of procedure in congratulating you most 

cordially on your unanimous election to the responsible post of Chairman 

of the First Committee. I am convinced that under your vise and efficient 

guidance this Committee will successfully fulfil the important tasks 

entrusted to it. Your qualities as an outstanding diplomat and your 

broad experience in the work of the United Nations, especially in the 

field of disarmament, are assets that will greatly facilitat! the fulfilment 

of those tasks. 

The general debate in the plenary Assembly that has recently come 

to an end has again forcefully demonstrated that political detente is 

the fundamental premise of international relations today; more, that it 

is the major factor in determining their future course. 

Ue are of the view that, in order to make political detente 

an enduring and irreversible fact of international life, equally meaningful 

for all countries and in all parts of the world, it is necessary to 
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achieve tangible progress with regard to the curbing of the arms race 

and in the field of disarmament; in other words, to supplement and 

consolidate the political detente with a military dete~te. 

Efforts in this direction are being pursued on various planes, 

both inside and outside the United Nations. They are being dealt with 

bilat~ra~ly by the two Powers with the greatest military potential , 

within the framework of the Strategic Arms Limitation Talks -- SALT. 

As we know, over the last few years the negotiating parties have scored 

considerable gains. 

The significance and impact of the agreements reached can be lost 

on no one, particularly in view of the determination of the Soviet Union 

and the United States to continue their efforts towards elaborating more 

comprehensive agr&ements. We therefore feel confident that the SALT 

meetings, recently resumed in Geneva, w·ill yield further positive results. 

Poland attaches particular importance to the regional approach to 

disarmament, specifically to the Vienna Negotiations on the Mutual 

Reduction of Forces and Armaments, and Associated r1easures. in 

Central Europe~ in which it actively participates. 

The wide-ranging disarmament debates in the United Nations General 

Assembly, as vrell as the concrete negotiations carried on "Vrithin the 

Conference of the Committee on Disarmament, represent a comprehensive, 

global approach to disarmament issues. 

The States of the socialist community, among them Poland, have for 

a long time been actively involved in all those arms-control and 

disarmament endeavours. Their constructive contribution over the years 

to efforts within the·united Nations and at the Geneva Disarmament 
\ 

Conference is a well-known matter of record. Their dedication to seek 

progress in that respect stems not from political expediency, but from 

consistent and principled foreign policy. Earlier this year that policy 

was eloquently reaffirmed by the Political Consultative Committee of the 

'Ylarsav Treaty, which, in a communique issued after its spring session 

held in the capital of Poland, sti.'essed that the supplementing of the 

political detente by military detente is of great importance. 
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Here, at the twenty-ninth session of the United Nations General 

Assembly, that policy was re-emphasized on behalf of Poland by 

Edward Gierek, the First Secretary of the Central Committee of the 

Polish United i-lorkers' Party, who, in his address to the Assembly on 

10 October 1974, pledged that Poland would continue to make constructive 

contributions to the real1zatlon-of initiatives aimed at curbing the 

arms race and bringing about prof,ress in disarmament. He specifically 

stressed Pcland' s support for ;;the elaboration of a convention on the 

prohibition of action to influence the environment and climate for 

Tiilitary purposes, as proposed by the Soviet Union at the current 

sessionn (A/PV. 2264, n. 13-15). 

The First Cownittee has before it a heavy agenda of important 

disarmament items, much heavier in fact than that at any previous session 

of the United Nations General Assembly. It includes suchmajor issues 

as the convening of a world disarmament conference, the reduction of 

military budgets and the elimination of .chemical weapons. My delegation 

WOUld Wish to reserve ·the right to present its pos_ition c;m tho~e m9:tters 

at a later stage of our debate. Today, with your permission, I should 

like to address myself to item 103 ~ lvhich is the important nevT initiative 

of the Soviet Union on the prohibition of action to influence the environment 

and climate for military and other purposes incompatible with the maintenance 

of international security, human well-being and health. 
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The significance of that timely Soviet initiative lies primarily in the 

fact that it addresses itself to questions which have been of profound concern 

to the United Nations and indeed to the whole international community, namely, 

disarmament, environment protection and deyelopment. 

It is increasingly obvious that the safe::suardir;t_g: of :the world against 

d.&"lc;ers that mi2;ht result from the misuse of this scienti fie advance is becor:ri.np: 

urge:r:t. The 1972 United Nations Conference on the Human D.1vironrr..ent varnecl in its 

Declaration that: 

;;man 1 s capability to transform his sul?roundings, if used wisely, can 

bring to all peoples the benefits of. development and the opportunity to 

enhance the quality ,of life. \'lrongly or heecUessly applied, the same 

power can do incalculable harm to human beings and the human environment;'. 

In his statement to the General Assembly on 24 Seutember, the Minister 

for Foreign Affairs of the USSR, Hr. Gromyko, referred to the possibilities 

of technology and science to influence and control the climate, noting that 

the lates-:t; tec:hnologi_ca;J.. advanc_es co~d be: _used not only for peaceful ·but 

also for military purpo;:;es ~ with incalculably destructive consequences. He said: 

"These are not the conjectures of science-fiction writers~ but an 

actual threat that is assuming an ever more realistic shape. It is in 

the interests of all peoples to nip this threat in the bud; 1 (A/PV.2240, p. 71). 

The Soviet proposal, as formulated in the draft convention, is indeed the 

most timely course of action in the best interests of the international 

community. This is especially true in vie-vr of the indications that the 

destructive potential inherent in the environment and the climate vhen 

influenced for military ends would parallel that· of ,,rea:_oons of mass destr-uction. 

\mile, as 1.s indicated by the documents before us, reference vras made 

in the Conference Df the Committee on Disarmament earlier this year to a 

study of the implications of the influencing of the environrr:ent and the 

climate for military purposes, enough is already knm-m to justify early and 

determined action. Let us consider the prospect of action taken to alter the 

climate over large regions either by bringing about drought or by causing 

excessive precipitation by cloud-seeding. Let us stop and think ab.out 
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the consequences of tidal waves resulting from raised water level in oceans 

brought about by massive nuclear explosions to melt the Arctic or Antarctic 

ice-caps -:-- as was mentioned by Mr. Malik in his statement this morning. 

Let us imagine artificially triggered earthquakes or the consequences to 

biological life of excessive ultraviolet bombardment through destruction of 

the protective ozone J.eyer. 

Such apqcalyptic man-made disasters would rely for their· effect largely 

on the disturbance of the delicate balance 'that prevails in the environment 

and climate. Once triggered, modification of the elements might easily get 

out of hand, with incalculable consequences for entire regions, if not the 

whole globa. Finally, we have to recognize the particularly invidious and 

dangerous threat of a war that under the guise of natural disasters could 

be ~ought secretly for years, with the victim unaware that the storms, floods, 

droughts and earthquakes are in fact enercy-made. 

Striving to restrict and eliminate the vast arsenals of the known means 

of waging wa,r, we cannot afford complacency by allowing new and secret means 

of mass aimiliilation to be developed and· perfected... StriVing- to protect and 

to prevent abuse of man's natural environment, we cannot afford fndifference 

when what is at stake is its survival or deliberate destruction. At a time 

when millions of human beings perish from drought or flooding, it is imperative 

to take measures which would deny human and material resources to military 

pursuits in regard to environment and climate incompatible with international 

security and human well-being and health. Obviously such resources should be_ 

diverted instead to research on how to prevent and control natural disasters, 

which would be of benefit to all countries and in particular to the developing 

ones. 

In the view of my delegation, that is in fact what the initiative of the 

Soviet Union is all about. Comprehensive in scope, yet flexible, the Soviet 

draft convention, as contained in the annex to document A/C.l/L.675, provides 

for a balanced system of veriticai;;ion similar to that adopted in the 

Convention on _the prohibition of biological and toxin weapons and 

envisages a review process to take into account as yet unforeseen technological 
I 

and scientific advances. It also states expl:lcitly that nothing shall impede 
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the economic, scientific or technological development of States parties to 

the convention or international co-operation in the preservation and 

improvement of the environment for peaceful" purposes~ 

The conclusion of the proposed convention would be tantamount to an 

important, pre-emptive measure that-would eliminate f'rom the arms race an 

area of critically vital importance to man. Moreover, it would constitute 

a logical continuation of the system of bans contained in suCh multilateral 

instruments concluded so far as the Antarctic Treaty, the partial test ban 

':'reaty, the Outer Space Treaty, the non-proliferation Treaty, the sea-bed 

Treaty or the Convention on the prohibition of bioloe;ical weapons. It is 

generally agreed that such partial measures of arms control and disarmament 

are the most realistic way to accomplish ge-n-eral and complete disarmament, 

our ultimate goal. The adoption and implementation of the' Soviet initiative 

would be another important step towards that goal. 

The Polish delegation believes that the Soviet initiative is an important 

step that would. unfailingly .promote the _confidence an~ s_~cur~ty of_ Sta~es. By 

eliminating the possibility of inducing man-made disasters, it would also go 

a long way towards reassuring each individual. This initiative is, in fact, 

profoundly humanitarian in its motives and nature. 

In our view, the So·viet draft resolution correctly proposes that the 

Conference of,the Committee on Disarmament, the recognized forum for the 

elaboration of concrete measures in treaty language, be ;requested to seek 

early agreement on the basis of recommendations of the General Assenibly, to 

which it would have to report baclc at its thirtieth session. 
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Such a course of action would certainly add momentum to the worl;: of the 

Committee on Disarmament, a body with considerable expertise and a record of' 

specific achievements to speak for it. The proposed course of action would at the 

same time reassert the primary role of ~he United Nations General. Assembly. 

For all those_reasons, the Polish delegation fully supports the significant 

Soviet initiative, as well as the draft resolution in document A/C.l/L. 675, with 

the text of the draft convention annexed thereto, which was so ably introduced 

earlier th.is morninG by Ambassador Malik. 

Poland is prepared to work actively both in the General Assembly and in the 

Conference of the Committee on Disarnament towards the conclusion of such a 

convention. Our support for this constructive proposal stems from our 

determination to contribute to the strengthening of the positive processes in 

international relations, to promote the sense of security and mutual confidence 

between nations. He are convinced that the Soviet initiative serves those ends 

and we are confident that it will receive the overwhelming support of this 
-. . 

Committee and of the twenty-ninth session of the General Assembly, as i-t· surely 

deserves. 

PROGRAJvJllffi OF WORK 

The CHAIRMAH (interpretation from Spanish): I thank the representative 

of Poland, His Excellency Vice-Minister Trepczynski, for the cordial words of 

friendship that be addressed to me. 

In the atsence of further speakers, I should like to make sorne comments on 

the· organization of our 1mrk. I shall therefore abuse the patience of. some members 

who vere present on past occasions when I made a similar appeal to the one I am 

going to make now. 

It is true, however, that with the disarmament items there is a turn-over in 

the staff of delegations. Thus, I should like to explain some things that might· 

assist us ln better organizing our work.. For disarmament items, the First Committee 

has allocated 40 meetings. After the meeting of today, 39 remain. The Committee 

must complete its consideration of the iteTIS by 15 November at the latest, when 

consideration of another item will begin; so that it is our unavoidable obligation 

to make good use of our time. 
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· Thj s i-le can clo if delegations vrishinc to speak in the general debate Houlcl 

rec:ister their name sufficiently in advance so that spea:.:ers can be properly 

c_istributed in the· worl\:ing days 1-re have. Quite obviously,· most delegations kno•r 

on vhat items. ancl when they wish to ,speal~. I am appealinc:; for the Committee's 

co-operation very particularly so that representa.ti ves ·may submit that information 

to the Secretariat, uhich wilJ record the inscription bf the names· of delegations. 

This •reek, as I had anticipated at the end of last week, we should have in 

principle only five meetings: two today, r'jonday; one on Thursday afternoon, and 

t·.;o on Friday. Regrettably, ho-vrever, for the .afternoon meeting of today there are 

no speakers on the list. Unless any delegation wisi.1es to express its intention to 

s:r::eak this afternoon, 1-re shall be· compelled to cancel the meeting this afternoon 

an~ thus the Committee >rill be doing very little work. 

Another situation vhich I should like to appeal to members. for is with 

reca:d to co-operation in being prompt. I know by my own experience 

that the Confere11ce of the Committee on n'isa:rmawent in Geneva met -vrith a punctuality 

vhich I \Wuld venture to describe as Swiss punctuality. I trust that its members 

here vill contJ.nue to set a good exaniple,- and.by b"eiii.g ·here in "the room punctually 

at the time when meetings are scheduled to start' vre .:>hall have a quorum 

ai·Hi thus be able to start our vork. That is what I wish to say, -v1ith an a:!_:rpeal 

to all of you to co-operate with the Bureau so that our work will really be 

fruitf,ul, so that -vre shall not,' because of cancellations of this l:ind, represent 

yet another burden on the already very tight United Hations budget. 

]vlr. BAROODY (Saudi Arabia): Jv"Jr. Chairman, with your permission, I 

should like to address myself to the organization_of work. Once the major 

Powers have spol;:en -- and I believe we shall be all ears when the representative 

of China will take the floor --· -vre smaller nations, when vle talk about -vrorlG. 

&t .test ray sound platitt:dinous. Even if we tA.d the rr.eans of stoppinc:; 

ar:r:.s.r:-ent, I tr"ink that we would not be avid in assertinG ourselves, and we have 

no means whatsoever. 
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Therefore~ I believe it would be better for the smaller Powers ·to have 

some draft resolutions before them~ to which they can address themselves, rather 

than repeat what the major Powers said. or will have to say to us. I find that 

we only have one draft resolution befol'e us, that submitte9- by the Soviet Union 

in document A/C.l/1.675. ·There i.s also a sort of provisional text, I am told--

I stand to ue corrected that might be submitted by Pakistan~ but it has not been 

circulated as yet. 

Therefore, Er. Chairman, let us prod all those who have draft resolutions to 

submit them so that we may address ourselves intelligently to them, rather than 

just talk about disarmament. This applies especially to ·.the small and medium 

Pavers. Hi th your support, Ifu'. Chairman, I think that this prodding might yield 

results. 

The CHAIRI<iAH (iuternretatior1 from Spanish): I thank the representative 

of Saudi Arabia for having brought up this matter.· Indeerl., early presen"':.P.ticn of 

draft- resolutions is ver.y helpful to. many delegati~on_s_ by allo-vrins tbsl!l to 

concentrate their remarl-:s ·on speci fie questions in the course of :the general rl.ebate. 

Therefore, presentation of draft resolutions at an early staqe vill be most useful 

to the Con:L'Tii ttee. 

The ~ext meeting of the Committee will be held Thursday, 24 October, at 

3 p.m. 

The meeting rose at 12.40 p.m. 




